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Abstract 
 

        The four-point diamond array seldom appears in textbooks of 
        numerical analysis or experimental design. Eight methods can  
        be used to estimate its center point. Some of the methods also   
        render interpolating equations for the design. Comparisons of 
        the methods suggest the mean is often the least accurate of  
        the center point estimators. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 The interpolation of the regular diamond array, denoted by vertices B, D, 
F, H in Fig. 1, is seldom treated in textbooks of numerical analysis, multi-
dimensional interpolation, or experimental design. This paper illustrates eight 
methods that permit the estimation of the center point of this array. Some of them 
render interpolating equations for the design. Their advantages include more 
accurate estimates of the center point when the data can be represented by simple 
functions. Some of the methods lack translational invariance. The methods are not 
recommended for saddle (minimax) surfaces. Outlying estimates obtained by any 
of the methods should be discarded. It is customary to reject outliers.  
 
 Trial data that illustrate the methods are generated by applying typical 
generating functions to B=2, D=4, F=6, H=8 as in Fig. 1. Those functions are 
listed in the first column of Table 1A. The true numbers at E appear in the last 
column of Table 1B. The arithmetic average of the data, (B+D+F+H)/4, appears 
in the second column of Table 1A. It is usually the least accurate of the illustrated 
methods. The data are presented in two tables: Table 1A is continued by Table 1B 
for the sake of clarity. Otherwise, Table 1 would have a lengthy nine columns.  
 
 
2. Polynomial method 
 
 A polynomial equation for the four-point diamond array was published 
many years ago [1]. It appears as Eq. (1). Some of its properties are illustrated in 
the original paper [1]. All of the equations herein apply in the –1 .. 1 coordinate 
system. This means the coordinates of vertices B, D, F, H are (0,–1), (–1,0), (1,0), 
(0,1), respectively. See Fig. 1. The letter R represents a “response” or an 
interpolated number. Equation (1) is exact on bilinear numbers and their squares.  
 
R = E + (xc)x + (yc)y + (xyc)xy + (x2c)x2 + (y2c)y2                                           (1) 
E = [(H–B)2(F+D) – (F–D)2(H+B)]/[2(B–D+F–H)(B+D–F–H)]                         (2) 
xc = (F–D)/2                                                                                                          (3) 
yc = (H–B)/2                                                                                                         (4) 
xyc = (D–F)(B–H)(H+B–F–D)/[(B+D–H–F)(B–D–H+F)]                                  (5) 
x2c = (D–F)2(H+B–F–D)/[2(B+D–H–F)(B–D–H+F)]                                         (6) 
y2c = (B–H)2(H+B–F–D)/[2(B+D–H–F)(B–D–H+F)]                                         (7) 
 
 The center point estimates rendered by Eq. (1) are obtained at (x,y)=(0,0). 
They are listed in the third column of Table 1A. Comparison of these estimates to  
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the true values (last column in Table 1B) shows that the operational equation, Eq. 
(1), renders more accurate estimates than the average of the trial data. This 
method also yields an interpolation equation for the diamond array.  
 
 
3. Roots method 
 
  The roots method is based on Eq. (8). In this equation, N represents the 
“degree of the data”. This term is descriptive but N is primarily an artifact that is 
used for estimating center points and obtaining interpolation equations.  
 
B(1/N) + H(1/N) = D(1/N) + F(1/N)                                                                             (8) 
 
 If B, D, F, H are 2, 4, 6, 8, respectively, the data are bilinear and N=1 
satisfies Eq. (8). Recognizable linear numbers are commonly regarded as “first 
degree.” If B, D, F, H are 4, 16, 36, 64, the data are the squares of the original 
data. In this case, N=2 satisfies Eq. (8). Squared numbers are commonly regarded 
as “quadratic” or having “degree 2”. Again, N=2 appears to be a reasonable 
assignment. In most cases, N is merely an artifact of the roots method. 
Nevertheless, N can be useful to the experimentalist. To realize its potential, it is 
helpful to rewrite Eq. (8) as Eq. (9). 
 
(P1

(1/N) + P2
(1/N) – P3

(1/N))N – P4 = 0                                                                      (9) 
 
 There are 24 permutations of [B,D,F,H]. The successive members of each 
permutation are substituted into Eq. (9) as P1, P2, P3, and P4, respectively. The 
resulting 24 equations are individually solved for N, if that is possible. In many  
 
cases, no version of Eq. (9) has a real root for N. Then the method fails. In some 
cases, more than one version of Eq. (9) has a solution for N. The method is now 
potentially useful. For example, suppose the generating function is M3+5M2. Then 
B=28, D=144, F=396, H=832. Equation (9) cannot be solved with this 
permutation as P1, P2, P3, P4, respectively. However, the permutation P1=28, 
P2=832, P3=144, P4=396 renders Eq. (10). It has the solution N=2.742, nearly.  
 
(28(1/N) + 832(1/N) – 144(1/N))N – 396 = 0                                                           (10) 
 

The “degree of the data” lies between 2 and 3. Intuitively this represents 
some mixture of M2 and M3 as in the cited generating function. Although N is 
only an artifact, it agrees with expectations in this example. However, N will not 
always agree with preconceived ideas. The method of roots is applied by  
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searching a range for N that is within the capacity of the software. For example, 
N=0.001 .. 1000 is a reasonable range for many problems. The “degree of the 
data” can be negative so the range N=(–1000) .. (–0.001) must be also searched. 
Searching these two ranges renders an estimate of N in many practical cases.  
 
 When an estimate of N has been found, the Nth roots of B, D, F, H are 
obtained. These Nth roots are now substituted as B, D, F, H, respectively, into the 
right hand side of Eq. (1) and the expression is raised to the Nth power. In this 
example, the interpolating equation for the diamond array is Eq. (11).  
 
R = (7.491 + 1.366x + 4.120y)2.742                                                                   (11)  

 
The coefficients in Eq. (11) have been rounded for the sake of simplicity. 

The center point estimate, at (x,y)=(0,0), is about 250.1. The true value is 250.0. 
The method of roots is easy to apply. In successful cases, more than one form of 
substituted Eq. (9) will have a solution for N. The data have only one degree, so 
the estimates of N are the same within the round-off errors. The interpolating 
equation should reproduce the original data if the results are to be trustworthy. 

 
The method of roots can be sufficiently accurate to interest 

experimentalists but its applications are limited. It does not apply when the data 
are negative numbers, or when the data are generated by expressions like 2x, or 
when they fall on saddle surfaces. This method lacks translational invariance.  

 
The fourth column of Table 1A lists center point estimates as rendered Eq. 

(9). They can be compared to the true values listed in last column of Table 1B. 
The roots method was first described in [2]. That citation contains many examples 
illustrating the roots approach to the interpolation of four-point rectangles.  

 
 
4. Operational polynomial center-point formula 
 
 The operational analog of the arithmetic mean is Eq. (12). It is described 
in [3]. If the roots method in Section 3 renders a solution for N, then the four data 
B, D, F, H, can be often be sorted by magnitude and substituted as z1 .. z4, 
respectively, into Eq. (12). If the roots method does not have a solution for N, or 
if Eq. (12) renders an outlying estimate, it is not recommended. The fifth column 
in Table 1A lists the center point estimates as rendered by Eq. (12). 
 
P4P =  [(z4–z1)2(z3+z2) – (z4+z1)(z3–z2)2] / (2(z4–z1)2 – 2(z3–z2)2]           (12) 
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5. Operational exponential center-point formula 

 
The operational analog of the geometric mean is described in [4]. It 

represents the square of its mean as in Eq. (13). If the roots method renders a 
solution for N, the four data B, D, F, H, can be often sorted by magnitude as z1 .. 
z4 and substituted into Eq. (13). If the roots method does not have a solution for 
N, or if Eq. (13) renders an outlying estimate, it is not recommended. The second 
column in Table 1B lists the center point estimates as rendered by Eq. (13). 
Alternative comparisons of the operational formulas appear in [5].  
 
(P4E)2 = [((z3)(z4)–(z1)(z2))((z2)(z4)–(z1)(z3))] / [(z4–z1)2 – (z3–z2)2]       (13) 
 
 
6. Exponential equation method 
 
 The exponential method applies Eq. (14). Four simultaneous equations are 
developed by substituting the coordinates of a datum into Eq. (14) and subtracting 
the respective datum from the equation. The four equations are then solved for P, 
T, J, and K. The center point estimate lies at (x,y)=(0,0).  
 
R = (P)J(x+1)K(y+1) + T                                                                                        (14) 
 
 This method has the advantage of translational invariance. It applies in 
many cases and the simultaneous equations are usually easy to solve. Equation 
(14) renders center point estimates that are often superior to the mean. The third 
column in Table 1B lists the center point estimates obtained by Eq. (14). 
 
 
7. Trigonometric equation method 
 
 The problem of center point estimations can be approached by at least 
three trigonometric equations. The first one is Eq. (15). This method is applied in 
the same way as the exponential method: it depends on solving four simultaneous 
equations as in Section 6. The unknowns are now P, Q, J, and K. When the 
numerical values of these parameters have been found, substitute them into Eq. 
(15). The substituted equation is the interpolating equation for the design. The 
center point lies at (x,y)=(0,0) as in the preceding method.  

 
In some cases, Eq. (15) does not apply to the data. In that case, try Eq. 

(16). This trigonometric method applies only one of Eqs. (15) or (16). 
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R = (P)sinh(Jx+Ky) + (Q)cosh(Jx+Ky)                                                             (15) 
R = (P)sin(Jx+Ky) + (Q)cos(Jx+Ky)                                                                 (16) 
 
 Sometimes both Eqs. (15) or (16) fail to estimate P,Q, J, K. The software 
might not be able to solve the four simultaneous equations deriving from Eq. (15) 
or Eq. (16). In such cases, try Eq. (17). This alternative also requires the solution 
of simultaneous equations as prepared from the four data and their coordinates.   
 
R = (P)sec(Jx+Ky) + (Q)tan(Jx+Ky)                                                                (17) 
 
 The fourth column in Table 1B lists diamond center points as obtained by 
one of Eqs. (15) or (16). The results obtained from Eq. (17) are often similar to 
those obtained from Eq. (15) or Eq. (16) so they are not listed in the tables. The  
entries in the fourth column of Table 1B are often better approximations of the 
true center points than the arithmetic average. The trigonometric methods have 
the disadvantage that they are sensitive to translation of the data. They are less 
familiar than polynomial and exponential methods.  
 
 
8. Application of the roots method to the four-point rectangle 

 
Section 2 describes the diamond in terms of vertices B,D,F,H. The array 

can be rotated clockwise to form a rectangle determined by vertices A,C, G,I. See 
Fig. 1. Their coordinates are (–1,–1), (1,–1), (–1,1), (1,1), respectively. Their 
respective responses are 2,6,4,8. The diamond is described by R=(5+x+3y) 
whereas R=(5+2x+y) describes the rectangle. The roots method for both 
diamonds and rectangles is based on Eq. (9). When it is applied to rectangles, the 
bilinear equation replaces Eq. (1).  

 
The merits of three polynomial-type equations for four-point, rectangular 

surfaces are compared in Table 2. The functions listed in Table 2 are applied to 
the numbers at the vertices of the rectangle. The results are substituted into the 
bilinear and the quadratic equations in order to develop two interpolating surfaces 
for the design [6]. If the trial data at A,C,G,I are 2,6,4,8, respectively, the bilinear 
equation yields R=(5+2x+y). If A,C,G,I are 4,36,16,64, respectively, the quadratic 
equation yields R=(5+2x+y)2. The roots method renders the same equations.  

 
Table 2 lists the sums of squares of deviations of the three interpolating 

surfaces from ten trial surfaces. The table entries illustrate that the bilinear 
equation renders the largest of the sums. In every case of the trial data, except the  
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one based on the sine, the method of roots renders the preferred four-point 
representation of the test surfaces. See also [2]. 
 
9. Discussion 
 
 The estimation of the center point of the four-point diamond array arises in 
the study of partial differential equations. The diamond array is seldom applied 
outside that subject. This obscurity is undeserved. The diamond array may still be 
available when engineering difficulties interfere with the collection of data in a 
four-point rectangular pattern. The diamond vertices are closer to the center of the 
design than the rectangle vertices. That predisposes to improved center-point 
accuracy at no cost for additional labor.    
 
 The entries in Tables 1A and 1B give the initial impression that the best 
accuracies are rendered by Eqs. (9) and (14). These equations represent the roots 
and exponential-equation methods, respectively. The roots method can fail when 
the data imply steep slopes and it fails on saddle surfaces. When saddle surfaces 
are encountered, the trigonometric methods are sometimes successful. A method 
fails when it interpolates with complex or imaginary numbers. It is unreliable if it 
does not reproduce the original data B, D, F, H.  
 
 The method of roots applies to the four-point rectangle and diamond 
arrays. Its demerits are limited applications and sensitivity to data translation. Its 
merits are ease of application and the potential for improved accuracy in fortunate 
cases. The principle has been applied to the five-point rectangle [7]. The 
references are limited to shifting-operator methods and related subjects [2].  
 
             Table 1A. Estimates of diamond center point as obtained by seven 
             methods applied to four data at B=M(2), D=M(4), F=M(6), H=M(8)  
             in diamond array as in Fig. 1. This table is continued by Table 1B. 

*Function, M Mean Eq. (1) Eq. (9) Eq. (12)  
M3+5M2 350.0 252.6 250.1 252.6 
M3+5M2+4 354.0 256.6 253.9 256.6 
(10)sin(10Mo) 7.089 7.669 7.666 7.669 
Ln(M)+10/M 4.092 3.644 3.617 3.644 
100/M2 8.898 4.317 4.000 4.317 
100/M2+3 11.90 7.317 7.030 7.317 
2M+1 86.00 37.61 32.91 37.61 
2M+10 95.00 46.61 41.73 46.61 
100/2M+10 18.30 13.58 13.19 13.58 

 *M=(5+x+3y) 
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           Table 1B. Estimates of diamond center point as obtained by seven 
           methods applied to four data at B=M(2), D=M(4), F=M(6), H=M(8)  
           in diamond array as in Fig. 1. This table is a continuation of Table 1A. 
 

*Function, M Eq. (13) Eqs. (14) Eqs. (15,16) True value 
M3+5M2 246.4 248.2 246.4 250.0 
M3+5M2+4 250.5 252.2 250.5 254.0 
(10)sin(10Mo) 7.660 7.684 7.660 7.660 
Ln(M)+10/M 3.641 3.608 3.641 3.609 
100/M2 4.108 4.016 4.108 4.000 
100/M2+3 7.196 7.016 7.196 7.000 
2M+1 33.14 33.00 33.14 33.00 
2M+10 43.08 42.00 43.08 42.00 
100/2M+10 13.46 13.12 13.46 13.12 

*M=(5+x+3y) 
 
 
 

 
 
   Table 2. Sums of squares of deviations of three  
   interpolating equations for the 4-point rectangle. 
 

Function* Bilinear 
equation 

Quadratic 
equation 

Roots 
method 

M 0 0 0 
M2 50.5 0 0 
M3+5M2 20400 207 1.45 
M3+5M2+4 20400 207 0.0132 
(10)sin(10Mo) 0.660 0.00626 0.169 
100/M2 80.1 20.6 0 
100/M2+3 80.1 20.6 1.11 
2M+1 7430 1206 2.73 
2M+10 7430 1206 115 
100/2M+10 70.9 11.5 8.13 

  *M=(5+2x+y) 
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           Fig. 1. The four-point diamond array 
           is formed by placing numerical data at 
                                 vertices B, D, F, H in rectangle ACIG.     
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